**Required Textbooks** - all books will be supplied by the Hamilton Public Library.


Ward, Frances, ed. *Road Work Ahead*. Hamilton, ON: Asphalt Tree Press, 2010. 70 pages. A collection of remarkably beautiful photographs of broken pavement, all taken in Hamilton, that show how much meaning can be found in surprising places. Between the photographs, there are poems by Hamilton-based poets.

**Supplementary Texts** - not required, but of interest to this course as samples of the kind of work students might think of for their projects.


Gilbert, Sky (playwright). *Hamilton Bus Stop* (16 pages, unpublished). A short, one-act play about two people from very different backgrounds who share a bus shelter during a rain storm.


Photovoice (2008-09). Community Centre for Media Arts. [www.photovoice.ca](http://www.photovoice.ca). Photo essays and videos by Hamilton youth and seniors and shot in and around the city.
